
Our People
Change agents and business enablers

We make great effort to be a pole of attraction 
for the industry’s most talented, 
creative and passionate for quality professionals, 
offering a collaborative workplace that values innovation, 
broad-mindedness and big picture focus.

 ‘Bottom-to-top’ structure of our engineering teams

We are highly invested in people’s rotation between teams, that
 are dedicated either to proprietary products’ development or to commercial 

projects deployment. Our goal is to minimize idle working periods and also 
to promote teamwork, knowledge-sharing and personal development. 

Within the framework of ATC’s lifelong learning strategy, both technical and non-technical 
staff undergo a series of training programs. In fact, during the last fiscal year, 
such initiatives included

Expertise meets Talent meets Innovation
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 Why don’t you join us?

Intrigued? 

People at Athens Technology Center (ATC) are the founding base of the company’s 
success and growth. We acknowledge and reward our executives’ talent and build 
long term business relationships.  

The completion of AUEB’s Digital Marketing & Social Marketing 
program and specially designed webinars on GDPR policies
  

The participation in a variety of certification programs, such as Azure
 Developer Associate, Microsoft Partner Skills Academy, Business Analytics

Specially designed Agile Bootcamp, accompanied with respective IC 
Agile Certifications

Certifications on newest version of Epicor ERP (Kinetic)

 Several team building activities were activated, promoting 
 staff’s wellbeing and work-life balance, aiming 
 to keep people close to the company after a long 
 period of confinement and solely remote working

               •        Discovering hiking trails in Greece 
       

•       Taking a break from work, exercising, 
         and having fun all together 
                
       

•      Christmas outdoor recreational
        activities with ATC people and their families
                
       

•       Celebrated our commitment to close the gender 
           gap and showed  our appreciation to the company’s 
          #WomenInTech who passionately stand as 
           Smart Business Enablers

                
       

•      Focused on sparking employee engagement 
        and boosting employee advocacy 

                
       

Life at ATC

Hybrid working models were not strange for the company!
The Covid19 pandemic just solidified the fact that we 
can be effective even when working remotely. 

Throughout the past fiscal year
We welcomed new recruits, providing them with the chance to have 
an actual, ‘360o’ view of their new colleagues, even when off-site

            Welcome kit with ATC branded corporate products


